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About This Game

Todd Rex wants steak. Todd Rex wants YOUR steak. Are you gonna let him take it? No way! Go Home, Dinosaurs!

Prevent hordes of marauding Dinos from crashing your party in the world’s premier BBQ defense simulator! Unlock powerful
towers that act like little weaponized puzzle pieces. Take control of a rock-throwing, coconut-gathering gopher and build your

battlefield to keep those Dinos at bay. With adorable characters, intense strategy, and mouse-only controls Go Home Dinosaurs
is accessible enough for kids and challenging enough for adults. It's a game truly everyone will love!

Go Home Dinosaurs Features

 Highly innovative, bar-setting tower defense gameplay

 A beautiful, vibrant 3D world and adorable characters

 60 levels of Dino brawling action spread across three worlds!

 18 collectible cards that feature a colorful cast of characters, including DJ G04, a trio of robot buddies, and a

Meteor-summoning Mad Scientist!

 Adorable Dinos with individual traits and personalities
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 Insane boss levels!

 Challenging strategic gameplay involving fitting together colorful, puzzle piece shaped defenses

 Carefully pick your defenses before each level

 Purchase costumes and powerups for your gopher with coins you earn beating levels (no IAP)

 Don't like steaks? Change them out in Veggie Mode!
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Title: Go Home Dinosaurs!
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Fire Hose Games
Publisher:
Fire hose Games
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2

Processor:1.7 Ghz Dual Core

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB, Shader Model 2

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:450 MB HD space

English
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Good casual tower defense game. Not too difficult and perfect for kids or casual adult gamers. The graphics are fun, the sound
and music are fun, and the progression is good as you move through the 60 levels. Progression allows you to add more objects
on the field. Some of these objects are different devices that shoot in different ways. Some freeze them, some use lasers to hit
multiple targets, and more. Other objects are one time use objects such as a bomb, or an invite to 3 other friends to give you 4
shooters. Your main character is also a shooter at all times. While you can build different towers, you also get to use your
character to attack the dinosaurs. Your character adds as a hero in a sense where entire battles can be won just using your
character and not build a single tower. The dinosaurs vary and are quite different. Some dinosaurs fly, some run, some go really
slow. Some are easy to kill while others take a lot of hits to go down.

Overall you must stop the dinosaurs from eating your steak on your BBQ. If all three steaks are eaten, then you lose the round
and must start over. The achievements are fairly easy on this game. If you are good, then you may find the last achievement of
killing 10,000 dinosaurs a bit of grind, but it's not an impossible grind and doesn't take that long to accomplish. Overall, I'm glad
I played this game and recommend it if you are looking for a casual tower defense game.. Go Home Dinosaurs is an
action/tower defense game with puzzle and card game elements. You unlock various towers as you progress through the levels in
the form of cards, and before every new level, must choose a set of cards from your collection for use within the level.
Each card (tower) requires resources, which are coconuts and they spawn at random times throughout the level, meaning that
you are constantly watching for the next coconut tree in order to gather resources so you can place your towers.
The "action" element comes from not only having to click coconuts, but clearing boulders and knocking down snowmen on
some levels to make room for towers, and all while trying to get your squirrel into position to do damage when it's not collecting
resources/clearing terrain as your main character also functions as a mobile tower.

It's not a traditional tower defense game, it requires much more hands on and faster reactions than most. There's no planning in
advance, the dinosaurs travel along predetermined paths, so there's also a puzzle element regarding which tower cards to choose
to be most effective on any particular level. It's well presented cartoon graphic style and sound effects are enjoyable.
The only negative I have is that even though I love tower defense games, this was a little too much action and not enough
strategy. If you like TD games, I advise watching some gameplay videos on youtube before you make a purchase as it might not
be what you are expecting.. I've never been the kind of gamer to sit down and plan out with the Tower Defense genre. If you
think along the same lines, don't stop reading and don't ignore this title. Go Home Dinosaurs! is probably one of the most
rewarding games available on Steam and probably one of the best titles to start out with the genre. It has a variety of difficult
angles, challening corners, and heart-pounding timing to save your BBQ from threatening Dinos! If the storyline sounds totally
ridiculous, just wait until you put a DJ booth down and destroy a dozen Compy via the power of your record scratching. It's
supposed to be ridiculous, and loves to point that out about itself! It's a perfect little title to pass the time or bring yourself into a
genre you've never thought you'd have the patience for. It has its challenges, but it wouldn't be fun otherwise! Here's your
chance to go back in time and send those Dinos home! I highly recommend Go Home Dinosaurs! whatever type of gamer you
are.. It's a good and short game. If you like tower defenses you'll probably like this one.. I love tower defense games, but they
often get very formulaic and it can be hard to find genuine innovation. GHD isn't groundbreaking by any means, but the Tetris-
like element that demands adaptation to each unique map avoids rote overuse of one or two overpowered towers. Add to the
mix a host of charming graphics, campy and hilarious voice acting, and freaking DINOSAURS, and you've got yourself a
winning combination.. This game surprised me. It's a very funny Tower Defense game. It might even be the funniest one I have
played!

It's main feature for making it so fun is that the towers have different shapes. You have to plan both what type of attacks and
how many towers you want to bring to the fight, and how to make the towers fit in the space you have available on the map.
There is also a shop and your builder can attack. It's a casual, very enjoyable game.. Meh I beat this but it has very little depth.
Console port, shallow recycled tower defense mechanic stolen mainly from PVZ but 3D instead of left-to-right. No actual
hotkeys that I can figure out. No fast forward. Dinosaurs are cute and the game has cute attitude, at least. For 2 dollars I can't
complain, which is the only reason I recommend it. For 2 dollars it's worth it IF you like tower defense games AND you want to
see a pink female Triceratops named Tina wearing winter snow booties whilst skipping through the snow. If this describes you
then for 2 dollars you might check it out.
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PS: I must also mention that the entire game premise of "defending your steak BBQ from dinosaurs that are invading your
picnic like gigantic ants" has a Vegetarian Mode involving carrots. The lack of Tofu Steaks highly annoys me, but the fact that it
still has steaks on the loading screen is -unforgivable-.

INTERNET PETITION RDY GO KTHX I DEMAND A REFUND. Very cute! I love it!. Cute tower defense, Go Home
Dinosaurs! has the basics for this specific kind of game. You have to build towers in order to defeat waves of dinosaurs that are
following a path, plus you have access to special powers to help you deal with them. But there is nothing more than that : you
cannot upgrade your towers, you cannot not move them (so be carefull while placing them), there is no survival mode ... The
only special feature is that you (you are a marmot) can move from a place to an other one freely, so that you can shoot the
dinosaurs almost everywhere, even if there is no tower. You will need an empty space in order to do that.

It seems that the developers wanted to create a cute and easy game. If you are okay with that, then this game will be fine for
you. It is definitely entertaining, and you will have to spend around 10 hours to complete the game (3 worlds, 60 levels total) and
unlock all of the achievements (you will need to grind a little bit for the last one, "Kill 10.000 dinosaurs").

Defend your BBQ!. Very cute, fun TD! I am a huge fan of TD's as a genre, and this fits the bill nicely. Very cutesy enjoyable
art style with solid game mechanics. I loved playing it and keep coming back to it when I'm bored. If you like TD's, you should
enjoy playing this. If you like cutesy puzzle type games, you will probably enjoy plaing this. Lots of fun for all ages here.
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My 5 year-old cousin plays this game, and she really enjoys it (she can't read though, so someone had to help her the first few
times to understand the concept of the game) the dinosaurs seem like they would scare her, but she doesn't really mind them, so
there's no problem :). It's childish, colourful, but surprisingly challenging to complete. A tower defence game with a Tetris style
mechanic which allows you to arrange your towers within the available space.

It won't change your life, but for the price you'll find it at, definitely something to entertain you for a few hours. Great for
playing while listening to music.

If you are bothered by the childish side of it, go to the menu and mute the voices - it makes it much better.. I really enjoy a good
tower defence game, and Go Home Dinosaurs! gives you a solid tower defence experience. What I enjoyed even more is the
cute art style which this game presents. The adorable one liners which come from the dinosaurs are beautiful!

You control what appears to be some sort of ferret that throws rocks at dinosaurs, as well as building the towers along the
dinosaurs routed path. There is almost zero opportunities for replay-ability but there is a real solid single player experience here.
Yes you can go back through each stage to get three stars, but really, what's the point when all you get is an achievement.

Still I really enjoyed it, and definitely one for fans of the genre.. This game is mad addicting and simply adorable! The bright
colours and adorable animation is very captivating.. If you like tower defence and casual gaming then give it a go, its pretty good
:). Pretty fun for the tower defense loving people. Really creative and a new look on the TD game. A bit short gameplay wise,
but worth the cash!. Goofy tower defense with puzzle-piece allies and a mobile-tower protagonist... The autotuned DJ gopher
was my favorite part, but the challenging levels were a close second :B
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